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has been very useful in the sharing of ideas in such an
early demonstration project.
To date, significant preparatory work has been
completed at three preferred locations including wave
resource measurements, bathymetric surveys, grid
connection applications, stakeholder engagement and
environmental scoping documentation, which has been
released for consultation. Significant progress has also
been made in the development of a certification plan.
ESB, with support from the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI), is building upon previous
supply chain analyses of marine energy to focus
specifically upon the requirements of the WestWave
Project. Although the WestWave project is a small precommercial project, it is expected that the learning
which takes place during the project will facilitate
commercial projects to be developed. Hence the supply
chain required for this project is indicative of further
larger projects, albeit on a much smaller scale.

Abstract
WestWave is a demonstration wave energy
project being developed by ESB off the West Coast
of Ireland. A supply chain study has been carried
out by ESB for a number of reasons; to inform ESB
of the likely contracting structure, to determine
from leading wave companies what their specific
requirements for such a project would be and to
also create an awareness to supply chain companies
of the typical activities taking place, skills
requirements, infrastructure needed and scale of
equipment being deployed. Four wave companies;
Aquamarine Power Ltd, Ocean Energy Ltd, Pelamis
Wave Power Ltd and Wavebob Ltd, which utilise
varying methods to harness wave energy,
collaborated with ESB on this study as reference
technologies to inform the project. A final report
was made available to the supply chain in late 2011.
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1.

2.

Technologies for Supply Chain Study

Four leading technologies were chosen to base this
supply chain study on as all have differing
requirements and inform a number of potential options
for the development of WestWave. Aquamarine
Power’s Oyster technology is a “near-shore”
technology, while the other three technologies operate
in deeper waters and are termed “off-shore”
technologies. A brief introduction to each technology is
included in this section, however more detail is
available from the webpage of each technology.

Introduction

The WestWave project is a “pre-commercial” or
“demonstration” project of 5MW, which aims to deploy
a small array of Wave Energy Converters (WECs) off
the West Coast of Ireland. The timeframe will be
determined by funding channels, technology
advancement and overall project costs but is likely to
occur from 2015.
WestWave is a public good project, which aims to
deliver the 3rd phase of the Irish Government’s strategy
for ocean energy (pre-commercial array) [1], address
key issues for the development of wave energy projects
and give much needed confidence to all stakeholders in
the sector.
The WestWave structure was established with four
technology partners and many associate partners to
allow sharing of information and knowledge to inform
all involved. This collaborative and open environment

2.1 Aquamarine Power
Aquamarine Power successfully installed the 315kW
Oyster 1 prototype at the European Marine Energy
Centre (EMEC) in 2009, delivering over 6000
operating hours and surviving two winters at sea before
being decommissioned. The second-generation 800kW
Oyster 800 wave energy converter began operational
testing in June 2012 and produced first electrical power
to the grid. Aquamarine Power would propose six
devices (900kW-1MW) connected to common onshore
infrastructure for the WestWave project.
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2.4 Wavebob Ltd
Wavebob has undertaken a series of ¼ scale
demonstrations at the Galway Bay test site and has
undertaken a significant amount of experimental and
analytical research, including alternate power
conversion technology. They would propose a 1MW
device configuration for the WestWave project
consisting of five such devices.
Figure 1: Oyster 800 wave energy convertor operational at
European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC).

2.2 Ocean Energy Ltd
Ocean Energy has deployed a ¼ scale wave energy
converter at the Galway Bay test site, which has been
operated over winter periods. At full scale the device
will be rated at circa 1MW, depending on turbine
technology. Ocean Energy would propose to use 5 such
1MW devices for the WestWave project.

Figure 4: Wavebob ¼ scale test operations at the Galway
Bay test site.

3.

Supply Chain Study Methodology

While the study focuses specifically on wave energy,
there are many analogies with offshore wind and tidal
stream energy, the oil and gas industry as well as other
emerging renewable industries. A number of recent
studies have been carried out in Ireland, Northern
Ireland and the UK, which also assess elements of the
supply chain for the offshore and renewable sectors [2 6].
The base case for this supply chain assessment is to
deliver an operating 5MW wave farm by the end of
2015. The timeframe will be determined by funding
channels, technology advancement and overall project
costs but is likely to occur from 2015. A key
assumption is that all devices will be delivered in one
season, which is a worse case scenario when
considering the supply chain requirements but again is
largely driven by the operational timeframe. It is also
assumed that the foundations can be installed in
advance of the WEC installation. No off-shore
substation will be required given the scale of the
project (5MW).
The supply chain study commenced with the four
technology partners to the WestWave project,
Aquamarine Power, Pelamis, Ocean Energy and
Wavebob, in April 2011. Throughout the summer
months, a number of workshops, meetings and
conference calls took place to determine the

Figure 2: A ¼ scale OE Buoy structure being lifted at
Galway Docks during testing operations at the Galway Bay
test site.

2.3 Pelamis Wave Power Ltd
Pelamis Wave Power has been operating full scale
machines since 2004, including deployments at Orkney
and, in the world’s first multiple machine farm in
Portugal. Most recently, their E.on owned 750kW P2
Pelamis machine is undergoing testing at Orkney with a
Scottish Power Renewable owned machine also under
testing. Pelamis would propose to use 5 x 1MW device
configuration of their technology for the WestWave
project.

Figure 3: Pelamis P2 at EMEC
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requirements to deliver the WestWave project within
the necessary timeframe.
In parallel, Enterprise Ireland, in conjunction with
SEAI, carried out a supply chain exercise to inform a
database of companies for the offshore wind, wave and
tidal sectors [7].

4.

Given that the technology is still emerging, varying
level of detail was available from the technology
providers. Also some of the design, which has been
implemented in earlier scaled models may change
significantly to the offering for the WestWave time
frame. A significant proportion of the make up of
WECs use “Off the shelf” sub components purchased
from established suppliers. Other components require a
degree of close attention from the WEC developer,
while the mechanical structure could be considered to
be complete “Design and Manufacture” at this stage.
Currently all four devices have been fabricated from
steel. At full scale this can entail a significant tonnage
of steel with specialist skills in relation to bending,
rolling, welding etc. These are apparent from the detail
given within the component breakdown for mechanical
structure [8]. However new materials are likely to be a
feature in wave energy converters, possibly even within
the timeframe of WestWave. For example, concrete
could become a replacement for steel. Also composites
are currently being considered. If composite materials
are introduced, this allows for lighter devices and a
reduced requirement for handling of heavy
components. Use of composite materials is growing
and is applied in the aerospace, automotive, marine and
wind sectors. A report into the growing use of
composites in the offshore wind business was compiled
by the Crown Estate [9].

Outcomes of Supply Chain Study

The following sections summarise the information
available from the study. Full details are provided in
the published report [8].
4.1 Project Activities
The WestWave project is being delivered according
to ESB’s Project Delivery Model (PDM™), which
combines ESB’s vast project delivery experience with
international best practice. The PDM™ provides a
structured approach to managing the risks associated
with high value, complex projects and delivers clear
business benefits in terms of costs, safety, scheduling,
compliance and long-term performance.
The Asset Lifecycle component, shown in Figure 5,
puts structure on a project by defining project phases
and identifying the deliverables and success criteria of
each phase. To transition from one phase to the next, a
set of predefined criteria must be achieved and the
transition approved at the appropriate level.
A Project Management Office (PMO) within ESB
supports the Project Managers and Project Teams in the
application of PDM™.
For each phase, ESB with the four wave
technologies identified which activities would be taking
place in each project phase. These details are published
in the final report [8] and provide guidance to suppliers
of services required at each stage of the project.

4.3 Infrastructure Requirements
For the fabrication and assembly of the WEC, the
preference is that large steel or composite structures
would be made as close to the site as possible to
minimise transport. However for a project of the scale
of WestWave this may not occur as it could require
setting up a bespoke facility base for 5 – 6 units only,
unless existing facilities can be used. For a project of
30 – 50MW, a dedicated facility would likely be put in
place as there is a logistical incentive to fabricate
locally.
Both fabrication and assembly facilities must be able
to handle the dimensions of the devices. As WestWave
will deploy 5 to 6 WEC devices and hence adequate
space for movement within the facility including
overhead space is necessary.
The devices will require varying craneage
requirements dependent upon device design and also
stage of assembly. For example the assembly of a
Pelamis tube could require an overhead crane of
minimum of 50Te while a fully ballasted Wavebob
may weigh of the order of 1000tonne. Hydraulically
lowering, lifting and moving major components around
can be employed if existing craneage is unsuitable or
inadequate. A large yacht lifter could also be employed
for moving components around.
Within the fabrication facility a custom built
construction cradle can be employed to facilitate
construction of the WEC mechanical assembly. Also
rollers have been employed for Pelamis Wave Power’s
device to rotate the tubular sections. This also allows

Figure 5: PDM™ Asset Lifecycle Phases.

4.2 Component Requirements
Each of the four WEC suppliers provided a
breakdown of the components, which make up their
overall device and supporting infrastructure. Details are
provided for Mechanical Structure, Power Take-off
Options, Electrical Elements (dynamic riser, inter-array
cabling, export cable), monitoring and controls,
mooring and foundations, Nearshore specific
requirements (hydraulic system, drive train, electrical
and Control and Instrumentation, Civil), Auxiliaries
and Grid Connection.
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automated welding and also automated painting.
Painting would preferably take place in a separate clean
area within the same fabrication facility.
Assembly facilities should be located near water for
the larger pieces of equipment and preferably have a
slipway or access way to the water. Components to be
transported by road will require a transport study to be
carried out and road bends may need modified.

As the installation of moorings, cables and WECs
are distinct operations with differing vessels and
operations, these may not be carried out from the same
quayside. One port could be used for the piling
operation, while the WEC could be deployed from
another.
4.5 Vessel Requirements
Tables 1 to 3 outline the typical vessel
requirements for surveying as well as both Nearshore
and Offshore Installations.

4.4 Ports and Harbours
A Carbon Trust report [10] and SEAI/IMDO report
[11] summarises the capabilities of the ports in
Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland respectively.
During the course of this study, ESB has assessed a
number of these ports in more detail given the
requirements from the technology partners. In general,
the west coast of Ireland is well served for facilities to
carry out Operations and Maintenance of the devices
during the lifetime of the project. Further expansion
will likely be required for fabrication facilities and
ports to match the fabrication and assembly
requirements of each of the four types of full scale
devices assessed within WestWave. Figure 6 shows one
of the ports visited.

• Geophysical survey vessel (acoustically quiet) capable of bathymetric, multi-beam, sub-bottom
profiler, magnetometer, side scan sonar, sub-bottom
profiling and side scan sonar work. Core sampling may
also be required
• Geotechnical survey vessel : Workboat / Multicat
with suitable crane, a-frame or winch for lowering off
a-frame for coring work
• Vessel suitable for bird surveying (possible
requirement)
Table 1: Surveying Vessels Requirements
Vessel Requirements for Piling Works for Near Shore
WECs
• A Jack-up barge with GPS with base station is
required. Live on accommodation will be required.
Also sheltered water needed to re-supply with piles as
not all piles will be contained on vessel initially.
• Tug also required to transport barge and personnel
transfer.
• Diving vessel also required (small multicat)

Figure 6: Killybegs Harbour Centre, Donegal.

Vessel Requirements for Near shore WEC Installation

The site location is an important factor when
considering which ports/harbours to use as well as the
facilities available at the port or harbour. It should be
noted that each of the four technologies have quite
differing requirements at full scale and also that a
combination of ports could be used for one technology
type.
The deployment port must have adequate water
depth (maximum draft dependent upon vessels being
used and also depth of device), quayside length and
quayside strength. Slipway access or dry dock are
preferable in some cases. A service base with
engineering services would also be useful. Suitable
craneage is also essential. If existing craneage is
inadequate, good load bearing quayside to facilitate
hired cranes is necessary. Also of importance is the
laydown area and marshalling area for 5 – 6 devices at
the same time. A preference of 24hour operation of the
port has been expressed also and little tidal effect is
also preferential. Services such as water, electricity and
fuelling facilities as well as good security are required.
Good road access without limitation for trucks is
necessary. Locally available vessels are also beneficial.

• Marine Vessel spread includes two tugs with bridle
lines and an escort vehicle. The tugs will be of class 5070t BP (bollard pull). Crane at quayside - capable of
max 1000t, tandem lift. Wet towed to site. Grout barge
also required.
• Work boat to pull umbilical through pipe.
• Diving vessel also required (small multicat)
Vessel Requirements for Nearshore WEC Operations &
Maintenance (O & M)
• Divers for inspection
• Workboat / multicat for module removal

Table 2: Vessels Requirements for Near Shore
WECs
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developed as well as the level of risk, which the
company is comfortable to carry.
The project developer, ESB in the case of
WestWave, will generally be responsible for
developing the site and carrying out all surveys,
resource
assessments,
Environmental
Impact
Assessment as well as onshore and offshore site design
and achieving all the necessary permits and consents.
In some cases the technology developer has experience
in managing these services and could contribute to
some of the services, if these are outsourced.
It does not appear likely from this study that there
will be an Engineer, Procure and Construct (EPC) type
contract available for the early wave farms, such as
WestWave. The EPC contract places high risk on the
lead contractor to deliver the entire project and given
the lack of experience of doing so makes this unlikely
to happen in these early projects. The multi-contract
approach is probable and hence clear definition of
interfaces and responsibilities is essential to manage
contract risks. For the project developer, significant
time will be spent in developing functional
requirements for each of the contracts, tendering and
procuring these contracts and managing the interfaces.
Hence the project developer needs to have a good pool
of resources to manage the project delivery.

Offshore WEC Cable Installation
Cable laying vessel and trencher required for the main
export cable. Depending upon the seabed conditions,
this cable may be buried below sediment or cable
matressing installed around the cable.
Offshore WEC Mooring Installation
• For installation of moorings for Wavebob, an anchor
handling tug with DP capability preference will be
required.
• For installation of moorings for Pelamis Wave
Power an anchor handler is preferred or a Multicat
(150Te BP). The vessel should have deck space for
equipment storage and working and a crane (180Te
preferred)
• Installation of moorings for Ocean Energy requires
an anchor handler.
Offshore WEC Installation
• Wavebob WEC requires a dedicated custom built
catamaran-type deployment barge to tow out and install
the device. The vessel must have a winch (100t) and
crane. Two tugs will be required to tow the barge out.
• Pelamis Wave Power requires a multicat or harbour
tug with min. 30Te BP, DP not required. A towing
winch and roller preferable. Also a crane (~10te at
15m) is preferable to facilitate equipment moves at the
quayside.
• Ocean Energy requires a tug boat and a service boat
for installation of WEC.

For the WestWave development, the following are
likely to be the top level or Tier 1 contracts:
• WEC Supply and Quayside Commissioning
• WEC Deployment / Installation
• Dynamic Riser Supply and Installation (Offshore
WEC only) And Submarine Cable (Inter-array) Supply
and Installation (offshore WEC only)

Offshore WEC Operations & Maintenance (O & M)
• Wavebob will require tug boats with crane
capability. It is anticipated to do some maintenance at
sea. However if full recovery is required, the WEC
deployment barge would be required. For regular
maintenance a Seagoing Rigid Inflatable for boarding
staff during routine maintenance will be required. To
carry spares out to device or provide accommodation, a
workboat / catamaran (25m) with crane on it would be
required. Also Inspection boats (eg .statutory mooring
inspections etc) will be required.
• Pelamis Wave Power, requires unlatching the WEC
and bringing to a sheltered area for maintenance. A
Multicat / Tug ( with 30Te minimum BP) will be used.
• O & M for Ocean Energy’s WEC will use a tug boat
and service boat.

• Submarine Export Cable Supply and Installation
(inc Submarine Cable Connector Supply and
Installation) (offshore WEC only)
• Hydraulic Pipework Supply & Installation (HDD)
(nearshore WEC Only)
• Onshore Hydroelectric Power Plant
WEC Only)

(nearshore

• Grid Connection Infrastructure
• Operations & Maintenance
• Power Sales Agreement

Table 3: Vessels Requirements for Off Shore WECs

For the off-shore WEC developments, it will
generally be proposed that the scope of work, which
includes the supply and installation of the main export
cable, be included within the project developer’s remit
and not the technology developer’s scope of supply.

4.6 Procurement Model
For the four technologies considered, quite varied
contracting formats were proposed. This is generally
indicative of the stage at which the company has
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assess their capability to manage future commercial
developments.

The dynamic risers may be installed along with the
mooring component if they have been incorporated into
the design in this manner. However it may involve
separate installation vessels. Depending upon the level
of expertise within the technology developer’s
company, the company may bid to supply and install
the inter-array cabling or this may also be the
responsibility of the project developer.
The near-shore WEC developments have a number
of differing components from the offshore WEC
requirements. As no electricity is generated at sea, no
dynamic cable, inter-array cabling or export cable is
required. However there is a requirement for Horizontal
Directional Drilling and installation of hydraulic pipes
for the hydraulic circuit. There is also a significant
onshore component, where the hydro-electric
conversion takes place. To date the onshore developer
has managed all these components of the development.
The project developer is also expected to be
responsible for the Grid Connection and the Offtake
power sales agreement. The project developer may also
play a part in the O & M management although for the
timeframe of WestWave, little skills will have been
developed in O & M outside of the technology
developer themselves.
Given the high cost and volatility of vessel hire,
management of vessels and their requirements may also
be a separate contact. This has proved to be the case for
some offshore wind farms in the UK. If installation
vessels are managed separately, installation of cables
and foundations / moorings could also become separate
Tier 1 contracts.
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